Award winner Frances Furlong
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offers a wide range of treatments for Men
and Women
Plexr is a cordless hand operated micro-surgical
device that transfers concentrated heat to the
treated skin tissue. It uses the difference in voltage
between the device and the patients skin,
generating a small electrical arc, similar to
lightening. Plexr ionises the existing gases in the
gap atmosphere (that would be the space between
the needle tip and the patient’s skin) producing
plasma. The small lightening sublimates the fluids
contained in the superficial part of the skin,
without unwanted heat transmission to the
adjacent tissues. Additionally it acts on the
superficial layer of the skin preserving the lower
layers, which reduces drastically any potential
permanent skin damage that could be caused by
the misuse of conventional lasers.

“

Following the results of my initial Plexr
treatment to my under eye area I was delighted
at 6 weeks with my results, however the most
astonishing thing was when Frances reviewed
me at 12 weeks. Following a specific skin care
program of firm and lift serum and face
sculpture cream to strengthen the surrounding
areas of my face, I couldn't believe how much it
improved further, as you can see from my
photos I not only look fresher, I'm enjoying the
compliments from others on how well I look!

”

Thanks to Frances Furlong of Perfect Skin for
your support and advice throughout my
treatment journey.
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